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ABSTRACT 

This article describes the design of electronic literature and electronic educational program in education, creation of 

interactive content, management and facilitation of educational activities, methods of creating electronic educational 

literature for continuous education system, their forms and types, requirements for creating literature, stages and 

technology of creating electronic textbooks. , is devoted to issues such as the preparation of high-quality modern 

electronic textbooks only when these requirements are met. 
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INTRODUCTION

The fulfillment of the tasks assigned by the 

government of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the field 

of higher education largely depends on the personality 

of the teacher [Mirziyoev, 2017: 47]. Teaching is an 

honorable but very difficult profession. In the 

conditions of the transition to the market economy, it 

is the responsibility of the teacher to achieve the 

intended goal of education, to organize various 

activities of students, to raise them to be educated, 

polite, faithful, hardworking, business-minded, well-

rounded people. The future of our people, the 

prospects of Uzbekistan depend to a large extent on 

the teacher, his level, training, selflessness, and his 

attitude to the work of teaching and educating the 

young generation. To become a good teacher, it is not 

enough to master pedagogical theory. Because in the 

pedagogical theory, the general rules, principles, 
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generalized methodical ideas about the education and 

upbringing of children are described, it is emphasized 

to take into account the age and individual 

characteristics of students [Mirziyoev, 2017: 485]. 

A person who chooses the profession of pedagogy 

must first be healthy, be able to pronounce words 

correctly and well, be calm and composed, and be able 

to maintain self-control in dealing with others. Also, it 

is necessary for the teacher to have personal qualities 

such as liking students, willingness to work with them, 

politeness, observation, ability to think broadly, 

organization, demanding towards himself and others. 

Pedagogy is a widely used teaching method and 

practice as a subject or theoretical concept. Great 

description! But what does this definition mean? What 

does this have to do with you and us? Let's dig deeper! 

This concept is aimed at developing pedagogical 

activity as a teacher and developing innovative 

pedagogical skills. In developed countries, attention is 

paid to instructional design as the practice of 

organizing "educational qualifications that make the 

acquisition of knowledge and skills more effective, 

applicable and attractive". 

In our country, based on the demand of the time, 

special attention is being paid to the introduction of 

modern technologies in all areas. In order to 

implement the Digital Uzbekistan - 2030 program, 

many higher education institutions are tasked with 

automating the educational process. 

Gone are the days of traditional lecture-based classes. 

At a time when the pace of information flow is 

accelerating, it is difficult to attract the student's 

attention to knowledge if every lesson is not colorful. 

For this, the teacher needs to be constantly searching 

and creative. Modern teaching methods are active 

ways of forming competences based on interaction 

while involving students in the lesson. In multimedia 

electronic textbooks, it is necessary to organize visual 

virtual stands, digests, graphics, and practical and 

laboratory exercises through video, audio, and 

animation tools. 

Of course, e-learning in this process means the use of 

electronic devices and the Internet in order to develop 

and facilitate learning. Many organizations and 

institutions are increasing their use of technology for 

education. One of the benefits of using e-learning for 

them is a good return on investment. When presenting 

educational materials in electronic form, it is necessary 

to pay special attention to the level of their 

understanding by students. Developing e-learning 

programs is more expensive than organizing classroom 

materials or training trainers because multimedia and 

high-level interactive methods are required. However, 

the cost of delivering e-learning (including web servers 

and technical support costs) is much lower than 

traditional learning due to the fact that materials are 

not printed on paper, saving teachers' time, and saving 

travel and work time for the learning participants. Also, 

while we can train limited individuals through 

traditional methods, e-learning can reach thousands of 

people across the globe, thus e-learning is a cost-

effective method in the long run. 

Rapid application of information-communication and 

innovative technologies to the educational system is 

causing huge changes in the form and content of the 

organization of the quality improvement of the 

educational system. The adoption of a number of 

decisions in this regard is of great importance in 

equipping educational institutions with information 

technologies and in the education of students through 

the most modern means. Today, in addition to 

traditional printed textbooks, modern electronic 

educational literature of the new generation: 

multimedia, virtual, electronic textbooks, training 

manuals, lecture texts, electronic programs, digests, 
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data banks, etc., play an important role in increasing 

the effectiveness of teaching. Electronic educational 

literature is designed to expand the imagination of 

learners, develop and deepen their initial knowledge, 

provide additional information, and is created on 

subjects that are taught more in-depth. With the 

development of science and technology in the 

continuing education system, the need for the 

preparation of small numbers of electronic educational 

literature on general professional and special subjects 

with rapidly changing content, in-depth teaching, is 

increasing. 

Forms and types of electronic educational literature 

are as follows: 

Electronic educational literature is a resource that has 

the ability to collect, describe, update, store, present 

knowledge in an interactive way, and control it based 

on modern information technologies. 

The electronic textbook is intended for the application 

of the educational method based on computer 

technology, independent education and effective 

assimilation of educational materials and scientific 

information related to science: - educational and 

scientific materials are only in verbal (text) form; - 

educational materials in verbal (text) and two-

dimensional graphic form; - multimedia (multimedia - 

multi-information) manuals, that is, information in 

three-dimensional graphic form, sound, video, 

animation and partially verbal (text) form; - tactile (felt, 

perceptible) characteristic, expressed in a form that 

allows the reader to enter the real world depicted by a 

stereo copy in the "screen world" and creates an 

imagination of movement in relation to the objects in 

it.  

Electronic dictionary is an electronic information 

source that is compatible with the traditional "paper" 

dictionary. In the computer version, a word or group of 

words can be extracted from any program with an 

instruction specifically allocated to it. Unlike traditional 

dictionaries, an electronic dictionary can contain a 

whole spectrum of media objects, including text and 

graphic images, as well as videos and animations, 

sound, music, etc. 

Electronic methodological manual is a form of 

generalization and transfer of pedagogical experience, 

formation and dissemination of new models of 

educational activity. In the electronic methodical 

guide, pedagogical experience is shown in the form of 

digitized videos of classes, student works created in 

electronic or converted form in the form planned for 

lessons. 

Electronic study guide - partially or fully covers the 

study volume of the subject and includes an adaptation 

block of information, designed for distance learning 

and independent learning. 

An electronic lecture is a multimedia system that 

displays the lecture material of an academic subject 

using interactive elements and hyperlinks. 

The main requirements for the electronic textbook are 

didactic, methodological, psychological-pedagogical, 

technical-technological, aesthetic and ergonomic 

requirements in the process of creating the electronic 

textbook. The general requirements for an e-textbook 

are as follows: 

- The structure and content of the e-textbook 

should correspond to the curriculum of the studied 

subject while aiming for in-depth study of the 

educational material. 

- Ensures scientificity in teaching, sufficient depth 

and reliability of the content of the educational 

material, taking into account the latest 

achievements of science, technology and 

technology. The process of mastering the 

educational material using an electronic textbook 
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should be built in accordance with modern 

methods of teaching. For example: experience, 

experimentation, comparison, observation, 

abstraction, generalization, integration, analogy, 

analysis and synthesis, modeling method, as well as 

mathematical modeling and systematic analysis 

method.  

- Requirements of accessibility of teaching - are 

carried out by means of electronic textbooks and 

indicate the need to determine the level of 

complexity and depth of learning educational 

material specific to the age and individual 

characteristics of learners. It is impossible to 

overcomplicate and overload the educational 

material, then the learner will not be able to master 

this material. Completion rates with e-textbooks 

are significantly higher than traditional textbooks 

and manuals. 

- The requirements to ensure visuality of teaching 

indicate the need to take into account the intuitive 

perception and personal observation of objects, 

their layouts or models being studied by learners. 

- Awareness of teaching, requirements for ensuring 

the independence and activity of the learner - 

provides electronic textbooks and tools for the 

independent and creative work of learners to 

attract educational information to achieve the final 

goals and tasks of educational activities. 

- Requirements for the systematicity and sequence 

of teaching in the use of electronic textbooks mean 

that a certain system of knowledge and skills in the 

field of study is ensured by the students' mastery 

sequence. Knowledge, skills and skills must be 

formed in a logical order in the educational system 

and find their place in life. 

- Requirement of solidity of knowledge assimilation 

in the use of electronic textbooks - it is very 

important to develop the skills of deep thinking 

and memorization of learners for solid mastery of 

educational material. 

- Developmental and educational functions of 

teaching in the electronic textbook should be 

fulfilled. 

- The content and content of the electronic 

textbook must meet the requirements of the 

educational standard. 

- Automation of aspects of electronic textbook 

educational activities such as search, collection, 

storage, analysis, processing; should include 

calculations, design and construction, experiment, 

processing of experiment results, control tasks, 

automation of information processing.  

- The electronic textbook should include simulation 

of the work of complex objects (machines, 

equipment, hardware, devices, etc.), various 

processes in a real, accelerated or slowed down 

time scale. 

- The training tools of the electronic textbook 

should prepare the learner in a virtual environment 

depending on his future professional activity. 

An electronic textbook (study guide) is a product of 

modern information technology that serves to 

improve the quality of education. Electronic textbooks 

form the main educational and methodological core of 

a new form of education - distance education. The use 

of modern informational-pedagogical technologies, 

including electronic textbooks, occupies a special place 

in increasing the effectiveness of teaching. In order to 

organize the educational process at a high level in 

higher education institutions, the issue of providing 

educational literature that fully meets state 

educational standards and international educational 

standards is considered urgent. In practice, outdated 

concepts lead to the creation of electronic products, 

texts and educational materials, etc., that are available 

in electronic form, which are tried to be interpreted as 
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electronic textbooks. But in reality, these are less 

effective tools because they are not e-textbooks. 

Therefore, it is appropriate to clarify the concepts 

related to the electronic textbook. A textbook is an 

essential tool for a student, because without 

textbooks he cannot acquire solid and comprehensive 

knowledge and skills in the subject. In the history of 

mankind, such a convenient tool for successively 

conveying knowledge to the younger generation as a 

textbook has not been created. Despite the 

development of computer, audio-visual and other new 

teaching tools in our time, textbooks have not lost 

their importance, because it has been and remains the 

most effective and widespread pedagogical model and 

learning tool. E-textbook, even if it is considered the 

best, cannot replace traditional (printed) educational 

literature. The presence of an electronic textbook 

should not only replace reading a regular textbook, but 

should also arouse interest in reading books among 

students. Therefore, it is not enough to have well-

written textbooks to create an electronic textbook. It 

should be equipped with hypertext navigations and 

enriched with illustrative materials with the addition of 

multimedia tools, and it should be displayed on the 

computer screen in an attractive way. An electronic 

textbook should not become a text with pictures and a 

reference book. An electronic textbook should make it 

easier to understand and remember the most 

important concepts, ideas, and presented examples. 

Compared to a regular textbook, it should penetrate 

into the learning process using all the capabilities of the 

human brain, such as hearing, vision, emotional 

memory, and computer explanations.  

An electronic textbook (study guide) should cover all 

the main questions, content and essence of a specific 

educational program, like a textbook in a regular paper 

form. At the same time, it is necessary to take into 

account the scope of accumulated knowledge of the 

student in a specific scientific content. Compared to a 

regular textbook, electronic textbooks have a number 

of additional requirements: the text must be divided 

into pages, cover a complete content section, ensure 

that any page can be displayed on the screen in the 

desired order, the text must be decorated, have basic 

laws, formulas, graphs, images, etc. For the purpose of 

self-control, according to the desire of the learner, the 

answers, graphs and diagrams of the questions can be 

displayed on the computer screen. The content of the 

textbook includes several blocks of theory, questions 

for self-examination and their answers, test questions 

and problems for calculation. One of the main 

differences between an electronic textbook and a 

traditional textbook is the existence of a collective and 

collective approach to its production. In fact, if a 

traditional textbook can be created by a single author, 

an e-textbook is not created by one or several authors, 

but by a separate creative team consisting of a number 

of specialists. 

      Steps for creating an e-textbook - the following 

steps are recommended for creating e-textbooks: 

- selection of scientific resources; 

- concluding agreements on the right to use and 

process resources; 

- developing a list of contents and concepts; 

- creating a text processing and support section in 

sections (modules); 

- implementation of hypertext in electronic form; 

- development of computer support; 

- choosing to bring materials to multimedia objects 

- get; 

- development and implementation of 

implementation with sound accompaniment; 

- preparation of material for visualization; 

- preparing to use the electronic textbook; 

- development of teaching methodology.  
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It is recommended that the development of electronic 

textbooks be carried out in stages. 

The electronic textbook should have the following 

main features: 

- that training sessions are held at a high quality level 

of education provide; 

- to enable independent education and independent 

self-control; 

- bringing lectures and practical trainings closer to 

each other; 

- to have a harmonious description of the 

development of informational and educational 

resources; 

- should have textual and other materials, 

navigations (hypertext) and illustrations, 

multimedia tools, maps, pictures, tables, diagrams, 

etc. 

An e-textbook should not become a picture text or a 

reference book. By applying computer effects to the 

learning process, an e-textbook should make it as easy 

as possible to understand and remember the existing 

concepts. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the use of modern electronic literature 

in education and a number of advanced methods 

mentioned above to improve the quality of education, 

as well as the application of some of these experiences 

to the activities of national higher education 

institutions, can have a good effect. In order for 

students to study independently in higher education 

institutions, separate electronic content should be 

created for each subject. It can be in the form of video, 

PDF, audio, text. This, in turn, creates opportunities for 

students to further research. E-learning can be a great 

solution when students do not have enough time to 

study another area of interest. It will also be effective 

for students studying part-time. The reason is that in 

blended learning, e-learning and traditional part-time 

students will have a preconceived idea of the content 

to be taught at the higher education institution if they 

participate in an e-class before coming to the 

institution of higher education. Today's modern higher 

education institutions are all offering e-learning 

courses worldwide. If we want our higher education 

institutions to develop in line with the times, we must 

start introducing electronic education. Experiments 

show that modern science and technology 

development allows the teacher to be creative, to 

teach his subject based on an innovative approach, to 

effectively use interactive methods and tools, to be 

able to think freely about the important problems of 

science, to be able to convey the achievements of 

science to students, and finally to teach students to 

think creatively, research requires that he be able to 

teach his work. Therefore, the teacher must first 

acquire the skills of information technology.  
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